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Abstract: While hybrid functionals are largely responsible for the utility of modern Kohn-Sham
density functional theory, they are not without their weaknesses. In the solid state, the slow
decay of their nonlocal Hartree-Fock-type exchange makes hybrids computationally demanding
and can introduce unphysical effects. Both problems can be remedied by a screened hybrid
which uses exact exchange only at short-range. Many molecular properties, in contrast, benefit
from the inclusion of long-range exact exchange. Recently, the authors reconciled these two
seemingly contradictory requirements by introducing the HISS functional [J. Chem. Phys. 2007,
127, 221103], which uses exact exchange only in the middle range. In this paper, we expand
upon our previous work, benchmarking the performance of the HISS functional for several simple
properties and applying it to the dissociation of homonuclear diatomic cations and to the
polarizability of linear H2 chains to determine the importance of middle-range exact exchange
for these systems, which are expected to be sensitive to the asymptotic exchange potential.

1. Introduction

Over the past several years, the Kohn-Sham (KS) construc-
tion in density functional theory1,2 (DFT) has become the
dominant technique for predictions of the electronic structure
of molecules and solids.3 This success is due to the method’s
combination of reasonable accuracy and low computational
cost. The accuracy of a given KS calculation is largely
controlled by the choice of the exchange-correlation func-
tional, Exc[n], which is known to be a functional of the
density but whose precise form is unknown except in certain
limiting cases.

The simplest class of exchange-correlation functionals are
termed semilocal because they approximate the exchange-
correlation energy density at a point r as a function of the
density at r and, possibly, its derivatives (which serve to
incorporate information also in the neighborhood of the point
r). Typical examples include the local density approximation
(LDA), generalized gradient approximations (GGAs) such
as the GGA of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE),4 and

meta-GGAs such as the functional of Tao, Perdew, Staroverov,
and Scuseria (TPSS).5 Semilocal functionals are often derived
from first principles without resort to empirical parameters,
but unfortunately, they perform relatively poorly for many
properties of interest. Therefore, it is common to use hybrid
functionals, which mix a fraction of exact nonlocal
Hartree-Fock-type exchange with the semilocal exchange
provided by conventional functionals.6-10 Hybrid functionals
tend to be significantly more accurate than their parent
semilocal functionals, albeit at the cost of adding an extra
parameter (the fraction of Hartree-Fock-type exchange)
which is usually determined empirically.

But hybrids, also, suffer from several deficiencies. In
extended systems, nonlocal Hartree-Fock-type exchange is
expensive to compute since the lattice summations required
converge very slowly in semiconductors and metals due to
the slow spatial decay of the one-particle density matrix.11

On the other hand, in finite systems the exchange potential
of a semilocal functional decays too rapidly, leading to errors
in properties which sample density tails, and hybrids only
partially remedy this defect.

Both of these problems can be alleviated by the use of
range-separated hybrids,12-15 which split the Coulomb
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operator into short-range (SR) and long-range (LR) pieces,
typically as

and then mix in different fractions of nonlocal exchange for
the different regions. The screened hybrid functional of Heyd,
Scuseria, and Ernzerhof,16,18 (HSE) uses a fraction of exact
exchange in the short-range but none in the long-range; in
doing so, it improves the convergence of the lattice sums
required to evaluate the nonlocal exchange potential, thereby
improving computational efficiency for solids and large
molecules.19 The long-range-corrected LC-ωPBE20 hybrid
of Vydrov and Scuseria uses no exact exchange at short-
range,but treats the long-rangeexclusivelywithHartree-Fock-
type exchange, thus yielding the right answer in density tails
and improving accuracy for a host of properties.

Recently, we introduced the HISS functional21 which uses
exact exchange in the middle range (MR) only, with the
intent of providing a functional with the computational
advantages of HSE but with much of the accuracy of LC-
ωPBE. Preliminary results suggest that the functional referred
to as HISS-B in ref 21 and called simply HISS here provides
a sort of “best of both worlds” approach in that it yields
uniformly accurate results for total atomic energies, heats
of formation, reaction barrier heights, and band gaps of
solids. In contrast, while both HSE and LC-ωPBE perform
well for atomic energies and for heats of formation, HSE
performs poorly for reaction barriers and LC-ωPBE performs
quite badly for band gaps.

The present work aims to systematically investigate the
performance of the HISS functional for a wide variety of
properties, providing benchmark results so that we can further
assess what the functional does right and why it does so. In
section 2, we discuss the HISS functional, after which we
elaborate on its performance for several properties in section
3. We conclude with section 4.

2. HISS Functional

The HISS functional is a multi-range hybrid which partitions
the Coulomb operator into three pieces rather than the two
given in eq 1. This is accomplished by writing

where ωSR and ωLR are the two parameters defining the
ranges and here take numerical values of 0.84a0

-1 and
0.20a0

-1, respectively. Given this partition, the exchange-
correlation energy within HISS is written as

Exc
HISS )Ex

SR-PBE + 2
5

Ex
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Ex
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LR-PBE +Ec

PBE

(3)

where HF refers to Hartree-Fock-type exchange, PBE for
exchange refers to the exchange functional built from the
PBE model exchange hole,22 and PBE for correlation refers

to the original functional of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof.
The various parameters (ωSR, ωLR, and the fraction of middle-
range exact exchange) were obtained by fitting to the (small)
AE6 set of atomization energies23 and the BH6 set of barrier
heights23 while insisting that performance for band gaps in
solids be reasonable. Note that, as with most hybrids, we
use a generalized Kohn-Sham scheme24 in which we
employ the nonlocal exchange potential.

3. Benchmarks

With the HISS functional defined, we are ready to begin its
assessment. Our intent in this work is to more exhaustively
examine the effects of middle-range exact exchange than was
done in ref 21.

Throughout, we will compare with other functionals in
the “PBE family”, including PBE itself, the PBEh global
hybrid with 25% exact exchange, as well as the screened
HSE06 hybrid and the long-range-corrected LC-ωPBE
hybrid. All calculations are performed self-consistently using
a development version of the GAUSSIAN program.25 Except
where mentioned otherwise, we use the 6-311++G(3df,3pd)
basis set.

3.1. Previous Results. For the sake of completeness, we
begin by expanding upon the results of ref 21, which studied
atomic total energies, thermochemistry, reaction barrier
heights, and band gaps in solids. We will discuss each of
these in turn.

3.1.1. Atomic Energies. One important requirement of any
successful functional is the ability to properly describe atomic
total energies. Atomic energies are particularly important in
describing heats of formation, atomization energies, cohesive
energies, and so on.26 To test our results for total atomic
energies, we consider the first eighteen atoms (H-Ar). In
Table 1, we show mean error (ME) and mean absolute error
(MAE) per electron for a variety of functionals; reference
data is taken from the work of Chakravorty et al.27 Errors
are defined as the result from the functional minus the
reference result; positive errors thus indicate that the
functional gives a result too low in absolute value. We clearly
see that HISS, while not parametrized to atomic energies,
nevertheless reproduces them very well, with accuracy
comparable to that of LC-ωPBE and significantly better than
that of PBE or PBEh. These results may partially explain
the success of HISS for heats of formation, which we address
next.

3.1.2. Heats of Formation. Performance for equilibrium
thermochemistry has long been one of the main requirements

Table 1. Mean Errors and Mean Absolute Errors per
Electron (mH) in Total Atomic Energies for the First
Eighteen Atoms from a Variety of Functionals Based on
the PBE GGAa

functional ME MAE max + max -

HISS 4.50 4.84 7.69 (Be) -3.11 (H)
HSE 6.06 6.21 8.07 (Ar) -1.33 (H)
LC-ωPBE 4.37 5.05 7.45 (Ar) -6.09 (H)
PBE 8.55 8.55 11.60 (Ar)
PBEh 6.98 7.10 9.15 (Ar) -1.15 (H)

a Also shown are maximum positive and negative deviations
and the atoms to which they correspond.
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for methods in quantum chemistry. To assess this perfor-
mance, we calculate heats of formation (∆fH298°) in two
standard benchmark test sets, namely the G2/97 set of 148
molecules,28 and the G3/99 set of 223 molecules;29 G3/99
is a superset of G2/97 which primarily adds larger organic
molecules.

In accordance with refs 28 and 30, we use equilibrium
geometries and zero-point energies tabulated at the B3LYP/
6-31G(2df,p) level of theory, with a frequency scale factor
of 0.9854. We calculate the total energies of the atoms and
molecules in the test set with our chosen functional and basis
set. Enthalpies of formation are then obtained by calculating
atomization energies, adding tabulated thermal corrections
and zero-point energies, and using the experimental enthal-
pies of formation of free atoms. Errors in ∆fH298° thus reflect
errors in atomization energies. While this procedure does
not produce a truly consistent atomization energy, since it
does not use the molecular geometry predicted by the HISS
functional, this is standard practice in benchmarking calcula-
tions (so as to separate errors in geometry from errors in
energetics). Here and in what follows, we define errors as
theory minus experiment.

Table 2 shows that HISS is as accurate as the best
functionals we consider (and in ref 20, it was shown that
LC-ωPBE delivers thermochemical performance competitive
with heavily parametrized functionals). In particular, HISS
clearly performs better than PBEh, and much better than
PBE. Both of the latter are markedly less accurate for the
G3 set than they are for the G2 set, which implies
size-dependent errors for these functionals which are reduced
significantly in HSE, LC-ωPBE, and HISS. We should point
out that while the other functionals all tend to underestimate
enthalpies of formation (i.e., the mean error is negative, albeit
only slightly so in the case of LC-ωPBE), HISS tends to
overestimate them instead. Calculations on the AE6 set of
atomization energies show that using the HISS geometry

instead of that specified by the benchmarking set decreases
the MAE by 0.15 kcal/mol.

3.1.3. Reaction Barrier Heights. Semilocal functionals
generally underestimate reaction barriers, and often dramati-
cally so. Transition states are not infrequently predicted to
be lower in energy than the reactants or products. This error
is connected to one-electron self-interaction error, which is
particularly large for systems with stretched bonds which
allow electrons to delocalize readily. Many semilocal func-
tionals, in fact, deliver reasonable reaction barriers when the
orbitals are taken from a self-interaction free method.31

A second, more consistent, route toward predicting reac-
tion barrier heights with DFT is to use hybrid functionals
with a large (40-60%) fraction of nonlocal exchange. But
while these functionals can accurately predict barrier heights,
they perform poorly for equilibrium thermochemistry. Rela-
tively few functionals do well for both, and most of those
are heavily parametrized. Long-range-corrected hybrids,
however, are also accurate for both reaction barriers and
equilibrium thermochemistry. Since HISS contains a sig-
nificant fraction of exact exchange over the length scales
relevant in transition states, one might expect HISS to be
another functional that gives accurate barrier height as well
as thermochemistry.

To assess performance for reaction barriers, we consider
the HTBH38/04 set of forward and reverse barrier heights
for 19 hydrogen transfer reactions,32 and the NHTBH38/04
set of forward and reverse barrier heights for 19 non-
hydrogen-transfer reactions.33 Geometries of all species as
well as the best estimates for the experimental barrier heights
are taken from ref 33.

As can be seen from Table 3, only HISS and LC-ωPBE
describe hydrogen transfer or heavy atoms transfer barriers
with satisfactory accuracy, while for these reactions PBEh
and HSE are inadequate and PBE is clearly unacceptable.
For nucleophilic substitution reactions, PBEh performs quite

Table 2. Mean Errors and Mean Absolute Errors (kcal/mol) in the G2 and G3 Sets of Heats of Formation from a Variety of
Functionals Based on the PBE GGAa

G2 G3

functional ME MAE max + max - ME MAE max + max -

HISS 3.12 4.39 26.1 (O3) -9.4 (C2F4) 2.46 4.34 26.1 (O3) -10.6 (C10H8)
HSE -0.73 3.88 22.1 (SiF4) -15.3 (C5H5N) -2.10 4.86 22.1 (SiF4) -28.0 (C10H8)
LC-ωPBE -0.36 3.73 16.3 (P2) -20.6 (C2F4) -0.93 4.25 16.3 (P2) -21.4 (C2F6)
PBE -16.07 16.87 10.8 (Si2H6) -50.5 (C2F4) -21.69 22.22 10.8 (Si2H6) -79.7 (C10H8)
PBEh -2.42 4.87 21.3 (SiF4) -19.8 (C5H5N) -4.72 6.66 21.3 (SiF4) -35.6 (C10H8)

a Also shown are maximum positive and negative deviations and the systems to which they correspond.

Table 3. Mean Errors and Mean Absolute Errors (kcal/mol) in the HTBH38 and NHTBH38 Sets of Reaction Barrier Heights
from a Variety of Functionals Based on the PBE GGA

non-hydrogen-transfer
reactions of the NHTBH38 set

HTBH38 hydrogen
transfer (38)

heavy-atom
transfer (12)

nucleophilic
substitution (16)

unimolecular and
association (10)

full
NHTBH38 (38)

functional ME MAE ME MAE ME MAE ME MAE ME MAE

HISS -1.3 1.7 -2.1 2.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 2.7 -0.2 1.8
HSE -4.6 4.6 -7.4 7.4 -2.3 2.4 -0.9 2.2 -3.5 3.9
LC-ωPBE -0.5 1.3 -0.6 1.9 2.8 2.8 1.4 2.3 1.4 2.4
PBE -9.7 9.7 -15.3 15.3 -6.8 6.8 -3.1 3.5 -8.5 8.6
PBEh -4.6 4.6 -7.0 7.0 -1.7 1.9 -0.8 2.3 -3.1 3.6
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well and HSE is almost as good as LC-ωPBE but HISS gives
excellent results. Note that LC-ωPBE uniformly overesti-
mates the barriers to nucleophilic substitution, while PBE
underestimates them; apparently, LC-ωPBE includes too
much exact exchange for this type of reaction, and HISS,
which generally uses less exact exchange than LC-ωPBE,
happens to give the right answer. All of the functionals
perform similarly for unimolecular and association reactions.
To examine the effects of geometry on the reaction barriers,
we optimize the geometries of the reactants, products, and
transition states in the BH6 set using HISS, which decreases
the MAE by 0.09 kcal/mol. Generally, LC-ωPBE outper-
forms HISS for reaction barriers, but HISS performs quite
adequately for all categories and, in particular, yields better
answers than does HSE [Note that there is an error in Table
1 of ref 21; the number given here for the mean absolute
error in the HSE calculations of barrier heights in the
NHTBH38 set is correct]; as we shall see in the following
section, the opposite conclusions can be draw for band gaps.

3.1.4. Band Gaps in Solids. Finally, we consider a small
set of band gap calculations to assess the performance of
the HISS functional in solids, examining Si, C, SiC, BN,
and BP. As seen from Table 4, both PBEh and LC-ωPBE
consistently overestimate band gaps, and in the case of LC-
ωPBE, disastrously so. While the magnitude of the overes-
timation is somewhat in question due to the limited data
available, the fact that these functionals do generally
overestimate the band gap is certainly true, especially given
that Hartree-Fock theory does the same.

While both PBEh and LC-ωPBE perform poorly for band
gaps, HISS is somewhat better behaved. It still overestimates
band gaps consistently, indicating that the amount of exact
exchange included is (on average) more than is required for
reproducing experimental band gaps. In this respect, the HSE
functional has close to the optimal amount of exact exchange.
The existence and, more interestingly, approximate univer-
sality of this optimal amount of exact exchange between two
limits (PBE and PBEh) has been rationalized recently by
examining excitation energies from time-dependent density
functional calculations with periodic boundary conditions.34

We have also calculated the band gap in MgO and NaCl,
which we have excluded from the statistics above. For wide
band gap insulators, the optical and fundamental gaps differ
significantly. We have reasons to believe that band gaps
obtained as band energy differences in band structure
calculations with screened functionals tend to approximate
optical instead of fundamental gaps.37 Thus, we have
excluded these systems from the statistics in Table 4, which
is then limited to semiconductors. For the two ionic solids
we have considered, HISS is in error by about 0.9 eV, again
comparable to HSE (which underestimates the gaps by about
1 eV). Note, however, that in contrast to HSE, the HISS
functional does not consistently underestimate the band gaps
in these two systems, but rather underestimates the gap in
NaCl and overestimates it in MgO. Interestingly, the PBEh
global hybrid performs better than either HISS or HSE for
these two systems, yielding band gaps in error by 0.6 eV.

3.2. Ionization Potentials, Electron Affinities, and
Proton Affinities. Thus far, we have considered performance
only for charge-neutral species. We can also consider
positively or negatively charged systems, however, which
play important roles in chemistry. Further, they can pose
interesting challenges for density functionals, since electron
attachment energies tend to sample the long-range part of
the density which is poorly described by semilocal functionals.

To assess the quality of the HISS functional for charged
species, we examine the G2 ion test set,38 excluding N2

+

and H2S+ which do not converge at the GGA level.38 The
set thus includes 86 ionization potentials (IPs) and 58 electron
affinities (EAs). We also consider the eight proton affinities
(PAs) in the G3/99 test set. Results are reported in Table 5
and are calculated as the difference between the self-
consistent energies of the neutral and charged species (i.e.,
these are “∆SCF” calculations).

In general, HISS performs quite well for IPs, yielding
results essentially equivalent to those from HSE, PBEh, or
LC-ωPBE, while having a very low mean signed error. For
EAs, however, HISS underperforms significantly. Indeed, the
performance for electron affinities is almost opposite what
one might expect, since PBE is quite accurate while

Table 4. Mean Errors and Mean Absolute Errors (eV) in
the Band Gaps for Si, C, SiC, BN, and BP from a Variety
of Functionals Based on the PBE GGAa

functional ME MAE max

HISS 0.38 0.38 0.63 (C)
HSE -0.09 0.09 -0.28 (BP)
LC-ωPBEb 3.81 3.81 4.11 (CSi)
PBE -1.10 1.10 -1.70 (BN)
PBEh 0.57 0.57 0.73 (Si)

a All basis sets and geometries are given in ref 35. For all
functionals, the geometries have been optimized at the HSE/
m-6311G** level of theory.36 Also shown are maximum absolute
deviation and the system to which it corresponds. b Excluding BN
and C, calculations on which we were unable to converge.

Table 5. Mean Errors and Mean Absolute Errors in IPs
and EAs (eV) and in PAs (kcal/mol) from a Variety of
Functionals Based on the PBE GGAa

functional ME MAE max + max -

IP (eV)
HISS 0.006 0.188 2.01 (CN) -0.49 (B2F4)
HSE -0.068 0.201 1.60 (CN) -0.68 (B2F4)
LC-ωPBE 0.073 0.192 1.97 (CN) -0.46 (B2F4)
PBE -0.105 0.235 1.11 (CN) -1.01 (BF3)
PBEh -0.064 0.199 1.61 (CN) -0.67 (B2F4)

EA (eV)
HISS -0.047 0.211 1.34 (C2) -0.42 (CH3)
HSE -0.025 0.165 1.09 (C2) -0.37 (HO2)
LC-ωPBE 0.019 0.177 1.41 (C2) -0.31 (CH3)
PBE 0.061 0.118 0.78 (C2) -0.29 (NO2)
PBEh -0.027 0.165 1.09 (C2) -0.39 (HO2)

PA (kcal/mol)
HISS 1.07 1.51 4.6 (C2H2) -1.5 (SiH4)
HSE 0.09 1.11 3.6 (C2H2) -1.5 (SiH4)
LC-ωPBE 0.86 1.42 4.7 (C2H2) -1.8 (SiH4)
PBE -0.82 1.60 2.4 (C2H2) -3.6 (PH3)
PBEh 0.18 1.14 3.9 (C2H2) -1.7 (SiH4)

a Also shown are maximum positive and negative deviations
and the systems to which they correspond.
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functionals with better long-range exchange potentials have
much higher error. For proton affinities, HISS improves only
slightly over PBE.

3.3. Bond Lengths and Vibrational Frequencies. Aside
from energetic quantities, we wish to predict structural
information and other properties as well. We test the
performance of HISS for molecular geometries by consider-
ing a test set of equilibrium bond lengths (re) compiled in
ref 39. Since Be2 is bound primarily by van der Waals forces,
we have excluded it, and the remaining 95 covalently bonded
molecules form the T-95R set of bond lengths defined by
Vydrov and Scuseria.20 Most molecules are diatomic, though
several polyatomic molecules with sufficiently high sym-
metry that the geometry is determined entirely by one bond
length are also included. We point out that although for each
molecule in this test set we need optimize only a single
geometrical parameter, we use analytic energy gradients to
do so, and we are not limited to predicting geometries of
simple systems.

As seen in Table 6, HISS is comparable in accuracy to
LC-ωPBE and slightly outperforms PBE, though without the
systematic bias toward stretched bonds that the latter
functional exhibits. Both PBEh and HSE are significantly
more accurate.

Once equilibrium molecular geometries are obtainedsthus
providing some assessment of the accuracy of the first
derivatives of the potential energy surface with respect to
nuclear displacementssit is natural to calculate vibrational
frequencies, thereby assessing the second derivatives as well.
To this end, we consider the T-82F test set of 82 diatomic
molecules,40 whose experimental harmonic vibrational fre-
quencies have been well studied; once again, we exclude
Be2, leaving us with 81 diatomics. Considering the excellent
performance of PBEh and HSE for molecular geometries,
we might expect them to be similarly accurate for vibrational
frequencies, while HISS and LC-ωPBE might be expected
to suffer somewhat from their inclusion of a large portion
of exact exchange (since Hartree-Fock is known to strongly
overestimate vibrational frequencies). As seen in Table 7,
this is indeed the case. While PBE tends to underestimate
vibrational frequencies, hybrid functionals do the opposite,
and as the amount of exact exchange included gets larger,
so too do errors in vibrational frequencies. This points toward
inadequacies in the PBE correlation functional as the likely
source of error, and we suggest that, with an improved
correlation functional, HISS and LC-ωPBE are quite likely
to deliver improved accuracy for these properties.

3.4. Electronic Excitation Energies. While the first
several benchmarks have focused on equilibrium properties
of molecules in their ground state, these can be predicted
accurately by many semilocal functionals or global hybrids
as well, and for these properties, the complexity of range-
separated hybrids are not essential. More interesting is
performance for properties sensitive to the exchange poten-
tial, and especially for those properties sensitive to the long-
range exchange potential for which many functionals perform
rather poorly.

We begin by considering electronic excitation spectra of
three small molecules: CO, N2, and H2CO. Excitation spectra
of these systems have been studied before, and in Table 8,
we investigate the same 19 valence and 20 Rydberg
excitations that have been assessed in ref 42. All functionals
give roughly similar performance for valence excitations,
with errors on the order of 0.4 eV. This changes drastically
for the Rydberg excitations, which are more sensitive to the
long-range exchange-correlation potential and its derivative.
Thus, it is interesting to note that although the exchange
potential from HISS inherits the exponential decay of PBE
rather than the 1/r decay of LC-ωPBE, HISS nevertheless
performs quite well for these Rydberg excitations. We
speculate that these Rydberg excitations, which represent
only the lower-lying members of the Rydberg series, are not
high enough in energy to sample the truly long-range part
of the potential. As we go further up in the Rydberg series,
however, note that deficiencies in the basis set generally
dominate other considerations.

3.5. Rydberg Excitation in the Hydrogen Atom. Let us
return to the issue of Rydberg states in greater detail. Rydberg
states are characterized by their progression toward an
ionization threshold, with the nth Rydberg excitation energy
given by

ωn ) IP- 1
2(n- δ)2

(4)

Table 6. Mean Errors and Mean Absolute Errors in
Equilibrium Bond Lengths (Å) from a Variety of Functionals
Based on the PBE GGAa

functional ME MAE max + max -

HISS -0.0100 0.0146 0.073 (Li2) -0.070 (F2
+)

HSE -0.0007 0.0090 0.057 (Li2) -0.050 (F2
+)

LC-ωPBE -0.0087 0.0139 0.044 (Li2) -0.055 (P4)
PBE 0.0156 0.0160 0.055 (Li2) -0.009 (F2

+)
PBEh -0.0013 0.0091 0.055 (Li2) -0.052 (F2

+)

a Also shown are maximum positive and negative deviations
and the systems to which they correspond.

Table 7. Mean Errors and Mean Absolute Errors (cm-1)
for Harmonic Vibrational Frequencies from a Variety of
Functionals Based on the PBE GGAa

functional ME MAE max + max -

HISS 72.3 74.6 328.2 (O2
+) -20.7 (AlF)

HSE 31.9 42.4 234.0 (O2
+) -39.1 (AlH)

LC-ωPBE 55.1 62.3 237.4 (F2
+) -87.1 (HF+)

PBE -33.1 41.5 75.9 (F2
+) -175.3 (HF+)

PBEh 34.7 43.8 236.3 (O2
+) -36.2 (AlH)

a .Also shown are maximum positive and negative deviations
and the systems to which they correspond.

Table 8. Mean Absolute Errors (eV) for 19 Valence and 20
Rydberg Excitation Energies for CO, N2, and H2CO
Molecules from a Variety of Functionals Based on the PBE
GGAa

functional valence Rydberg

HISS 0.45 0.18
HSE 0.40 0.79
LC-ωPBE 0.33 0.15
PBE 0.43 1.74
PBEh 0.39 0.85

a The augmented Sadlej pVTZ basis is used.39
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where δ is the quantum defect (and is zero in the hydrogen
atom). We can thus, in principle, extract ionization potentials
in at least three ways. First, we can directly evaluate the
difference between the self-consistent energies of the charged
and neutral species in a ∆SCF calculation. Second, we can
use the fact that, in the exact theory, the ionization potential
is given by the opposite of the highest occupied orbital
energy:1

IP)-εHOMO (5)

Third, we can evaluate the limit of the Rydberg excitation
spectra. All three methods should in principle give the same
result but in practice give different answers due to deficien-
cies in the functionals and basis. Additionally, the quality
of the Rydberg excitation spectra is generally rendered
suspect for semilocal functionals since most calculations
neglect both the current-dependence and the frequency-
dependence of the exchange-correlation kernel.

To examine the relation between the IP as calculated in
these approaches, we wish to consider the hydrogen atom,
in which there is no question that all excitations are Rydberg
in character. Further, the ∆SCF IP is simply the ground-
state energy, so there is no question of error cancelation in
evaluating it. Self-interaction error is a particularly large
problem for one-electron systems, and all errors are in some
way or another manifestations of it. We use an even-tempered
expansion of 48 Gaussian functions with exponents between
106 and 10-4, inclusive. Since all basis functions are
spherical we use a one-point angular grid, and we use a 999-
point radial grid. Results are given in Table 9. As discussed
above, we make the adiabatic approximation for the exchange-
correlation kernel and neglect any current dependence.

Let us begin with Hartree-Fock, which is of course exact
within the limitations imposed by our finite basis set. The
IP as calculated in a ∆-SCF fashion is identical to that given
by the occupied orbital energy, and within our basis, we
describe the first nine Rydberg states (n ) 2 through n )
10) or so almost exactly (error in the excitation energy for
n ) 10 is only 0.4 meV). The Rydberg excitation energies
approach the IP, and at n ) 8 are still about 0.2 eV away,
exactly as they should be.

Turning to LC-ωPBE, we find a slightly different story.
The IP as calculated by ∆SCF is 13.8 eV, with the error

due primarily to the PBE correlation energy. But the IP as
calculated by -ε is only 12.2 eV; the difference reflects self-
interaction error. Past the first few excitations, there is an
almost constant error of 1.4 eV in the excitation energies;
the LC-ωPBE Rydberg series is converging (as it should)
to -ε. In other words, while having the right asymptotic
potential is necessary, it is insufficient to guarantee that
Rydberg excitations are properly described, and in long-
range-corrected functionals, we also require that the orbital
energy is correct.

Considering next PBE, the story changes again. The IP
as calculated by ∆SCF is 13.6 V, indicating minimal self-
interaction error in the energy. On the other hand, the IP as
calculated by -ε is only 7.6 eV, indicating a very large self-
interaction error in the potential. The excitation energies
calculated by TDDFT do not even form an obvious Rydberg
series, and only one of them is below -ε. Several other
excitations lie closely spaced but just above -ε. The fact
that these states do not lie below -ε may be due to
inadequacies of our basis set.

The same qualitative story is true in HISS and HSE, which
far from the nucleus resemble PBE. The PBEh global hybrid
has several excitations below -ε, but it is not clear that they
form a Rydberg series per se.

3.6. Dissociation of Homonuclear Diatomic Cations.
The dissociation of homonuclear diatomic cations (X2

+) has
proven to be a challenge for density functional methods.
Asymptotically, these systems can dissociate symmetrically
to two fractionally charged species (2X+1/2) or asymmetri-
cally to one neutral and one charged component (X + X+).
In the exact theory, these limits must be degenerate.
However, this is rarely the prediction of single determinant
methods. Hartree-Fock theory predicts the symmetric dis-
sociation limit to lie above the asymmetric limitsit fre-
quently prefers to break symmetry and localize electrons.
Semilocal functionals predict the opposite, and the potential
energy curve goes through a maximum before turning over
into a 1/(4R) decay far away as the two species interact
Coulombically. Global hybrids like PBEh behave similarly,
though the turnover is not as pronounced. The LC-ωPBE
functional is somewhat better behavedsthe potential energy
curve does not have a transition state as in PBE, PBEh, and

Table 9. TDDFT Excitation Energies in the Hydrogen Atom from a Variety of Functionals Based on the PBE GGA
Compared to the Exact Resulta

n exact HF LC-ωPBE HISS HSE PBEh PBE

2 10.2043 10.2043 9.1435 9.2510 8.5344 8.4411 7.5806
3 12.0940 12.0939 10.7855 9.4311 8.7252 8.9546 7.5976
4 12.7553 12.7553 11.3885 9.4394 8.7336 9.0478 7.6075
5 13.0615 13.0615 11.6742 9.4558 8.7500 9.0824 7.6263
6 13.2278 13.2278 11.8315 9.4847 8.7791 9.1001 7.6589
7 13.3280 13.3280 11.9273 9.5347 8.8295 9.1234 7.7144
8 13.3931 13.3931 11.9898 9.6206 8.9161 9.1753 7.8086
9 13.4377 13.4377 12.0330 9.7684 9.0657 9.2826 7.9691
10 13.4696 13.4700 12.0639 10.0236 9.3242 9.4917 8.2541
IPb 13.6057 13.6057 12.1972 9.4285 8.7226 9.1302 7.5944
IPc 13.6057 13.6057 13.7765 13.6953 13.6467 13.6417 13.6054

a Also included are Hartree-Fock and TDHF, errors in which are purely due to the basis set. The last two rows contain the ionization
potential as calculated in two different ways. All results are in electronvolts, using a conversion factor of 1Eh ) 27.2114 eV. b Ionization
potential obtained as -εHOMO. c Ionization potential obtained via ∆SCF between the neutral and the cation.
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HSE, but it predicts the symmetric dissociation limit to be
lower in energy than the asymmetric limit.

We therefore examine the performance of the HISS
functional for the dissociation of H2

+, He2
+, and Ar2

+, with
the potential energy curves given in Figure 1. The qualitative
behavior of HISS is similar to that of PBEh and PBE, with
an artificial transition state in the potential energy curve.
However, HISS tends to push this point off to slightly larger
internuclear separation. In other words, eventually the lack
of long-range exact exchange causes HISS to break down
and gives the type of result we expect to see for a semilocal
functional, but this is delayed to longer bond lengths. Note
that these calculations used Dunning’s aug-cc-pVQZ basis
set.

3.7. Polarizabilities in H2 Chains. One well-known
failure of semilocal functionals is in describing the polariz-
ability of extended systems. Essentially, by artificially
favoring electron delocalization due to self-interaction error,
semilocal functionals tend to overestimate polarizabilities,
particularly for large systems. This failure is largely corrected
by long-range corrected exchange functionals.46,47 We
therefore wish to test the performance of HISS for this case,
to determine whether the long-range-correction is critical or
whether polarizabilities, like reaction barriers, are more
sensitive to the presence of middle range exact exchange.

Our test systems constitute one-dimensional chains of
hydrogen molecules aligned colinearly with interatomic and
intermolecular distances of 2 and 3 au, respectively. As
shown in ref 48, accurately predicting the polarizability of
the H2 linear chain is particularly difficult for semilocal
functionals. Figure 2 presents the longitudinal polarizability
per H2 fragment for oligomers of various lengths and the
periodic chain. All periodic estimates except that for MP2
have been obtained by using our analytic polarizability code
with periodic boundary conditions.47 For the periodic MP2
polarizabilities, we used finite electric field calculations50 of
MP2 unit cell energies.51 All calculations used the 6-311G**
basis set.

The polarizabilities obtained correlate with the amount of
exact exchange in a straightforward way, with HISS yielding
results intermediate between LC-ωPBE and PBEh, in agree-
ment with the qualitative results for homonuclear diatomic
cations. Apparently, the amount of exact exchange is more
important for this property than the range in which it is
included. This is in agreement with self-interaction-corrected
calculations of the same system,52 which show that as the
self-interaction error decreases, so does the error in the
polarizability.

4. Conclusions

Range-separated exchange functionals have much to offer
over conventional hybrids, allowing for simple functionals
which can do many things right. A screened hybrid which

Figure 1. Dissociation of several homonuclear diatomic
cations with HF theory and with several functionals based on
the PBE GGA. The experimental equilibrium bond length and
dissociation energy is marked by the symbol “+”. (top panel)
H2

+ (experiment, ref 41). (middle panel) He2
+ (experiment,

ref 42). (bottom panel) Ar2
+ (experiment, ref 43).

Figure 2. Longitudinal polarizability per H2 fragment (a0
3) with

HF, MP2, and several functionals based on the PBE GGA,
plotted against one over the number of H2 fragments. The
PBC limit is thus 1/N f 0.
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includes exact exchange only at short-range can provide
accuracy essentially equivalent to that of the parent hybrid
while increasing computational efficiency in solids and large
molecules. A long-range-corrected hybrid which includes
exact exchange only at long-range can simultaneously
describe both thermochemistry and kinetics, as well as a wide
variety of problems sensitive to the asymptotic form of the
exchange potential.

By compromising between these two approaches, the HISS
functional can accurately and efficiently predict atomization
energies, barrier heights, and band gaps in solids. For
properties sensitive to the longer-range exchange potential,
HISS yields results, as one might expect, intermediate
between those from the PBEh global hybrid and the LC-
ωPBE long-range-corrected hybrid. In the cases of the
dissociation curves of homonuclear diatomic cations and the
polarizabilities of H2 chains, for which both semilocal and
global hybrids fail, HISS is reasonably accurate and begins
to fail only as the system gets large or spreads far apart.
The same general observation holds for electronically excited
states: HISS describes low-lying Rydberg states very well,
presumably because these states are not too diffuse, and it
is only as the states get higher in energy and more spread
out that HISS will break down even if the basis set is
otherwise capable of describing these excitations.

Of course, middle-range exact exchange is not a panacea,
and for some properties, HISS performs no better than, or
sometimes worse than, a global hybrid. As a rough rule of
thumb, HISS underperforms in many of the same situations
as does LC-ωPBE. This need not be too surprising, as both
functionals use a large amount of exact exchange but use
the standard PBE correlation functional. With their large
fraction of exact exchange, neither HISS nor LC-ωPBE can
be expected to benefit from the full error cancelation in
semilocal functionals. By refining the correlation functional
used with range-separated hybrids, performance for prob-
lematic cases should be improved further. Local range-
separated exchange hybrids, which use make the fraction of
exact exchange at each range a function of space, are also a
route toward improved functionals.53-56
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